


Top tip
Always use a metal ruler
when cutting with a craft

knife. Plastic rulers will blunt
your blade quickly
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35 MINUTES

�Tri-fold shutter cards
have long been seen as

one of the most difficult cards a
crafter can make using just one
piece of cardstock. However,
we have recently been looking
at ways to expand on this gem
of a card, in the form of the
rather ingenious angled tri-fold
shutter card.
   This angled version uses the
same basic principles as its big
brother, but instead of a

straight centrepiece you cut on
the diagonal to achieve an
angular effect.
   As this card involves in-depth
folds, it’s a good idea to have a
go at making one using scrap
paper first, especially if you
haven’t made a shutter card
before. Once you’ve completed
one successfully you’ll definitely
be hooked! 
   This style of card folds flat, so
it’s easy to put into an envelope

and post to your recipient but
remember it’s advisable to
decorate it when it is opened
out or flat to ensure a smooth,
professional finish.
   Once you’ve mastered the
basic angled card you can come
up with all sorts of variations on
the theme. Why not alter the
angle for a more dramatic look,
or make two of the same card
blanks and stick them together
to make a mini album? Don’t

be afraid to experiment with
this technique – you won’t be
disappointed with your results
and the recipient is sure to 
be delighted!

Your templates
are on page 81

card blanks

Wow 

HOW TO CREATE

1Use the step-by-step guide
opposite to create an angled

tri-fold shutter card blank.

2Cover the panels of the
card front with spotty and

text patterned papers as shown.

3Cut two strips of red
cardstock to fit the front

and back panels. Punch along
the edges using a border

punch and affix them in place.

4Add a dress sticker to the
card front using 3D foam

pads, and a sentiment 
sticker underneath.

5Attach the scooter sticker
to red cardstock, trim

leaving a narrow border and
adhere onto the central panel
using 3D foam pads.

6Add sequins to the
panels as desired and

add an ‘absolutely fabulous’
sentiment sticker to the last
panel to finish.

Patsy Jackson

How to make…

This month we revisit an old favourite of ours – the 
tri-fold shutter card – but with an added twist!

MATERIALS
 green & red cardstock
 Paperchase 50s Retro
patterned paper, 
stickers & sequins
 Xcut Lace Trim
Decorative Border
Punch
 3D foam pads

You’ll need:
 12x12” cardstock
 craft knife & metal ruler
 paper scoring board &
bone folder

PART 25: 
Angled tri-fold
shutter cards
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MATERIALS
 yellow & blue cardstock
 Paperchase 50s 
Retro stickers
 Craft Creations red &
yellow spotty 
patterned paper
 Xcut Lace Trim Decorative

Border Punch
 Kanban adhesive crystals

1Cut your cardstock to measure 12x5”.
Mark at 2”, 4”, 8” and 10” points along

the top and bottom edge. Score vertical lines
down from each point. 

2From the left-hand side, measure in 2” at
the top and bottom edge, then measure

down 1” and mark the point. Repeat with
the right-hand side but measure down 11⁄2”
instead of 1”. Draw an angled, horizontal line
to match both points up. Cut through the
lines, creating a slot top and bottom.

3Fold the card along the score lines,
backwards and forwards so it looks 

like the example above when assembled. 

How to… create an angled tri-fold shutter card

Let’s party!
HOW TO CREATE 

1Use the step-by-step guide
below and the template on

page 81 to create a yellow
angled tri-fold card blank.

2Cover the panels of the card
blank using red and yellow

patterned paper, leaving a
narrow border each time.

3Cut a long strip of blue
cardstock, punch along the

edge using a border punch and

attach small strips to the edges
of the card blank as shown.

4Spell out your sentiment on
the card front using the

alphabet stickers and attach a
selection of images to the back
panel. Add crystals to finish.

30 MINUTES
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TEMPLATES �

Shown at 75%
Enlarge to 133%

2 inch

12 inch
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�Patsy Jackson has
provided this

template to help you
create her angled shutter
cards on page 15
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